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iPresentee Releases Keynote 3D Stuff
Published on 05/02/08
iPresentee, the developer of add-ons for Apple's iWork and iLife applications, has
released Keynote 3D Stuff, a package of 3D images for Apple Keynote, iWeb and Pages.
iPresentee is offering 70 different high quality, detailed, easy to use and attractive 3D
objects for developing a great-looking presentation, website or document.
Vilnius, Lithuania - From futuristic apple to pencil, from metal to glass objects, and a
lot more. iPresentee Keynote 3D Stuff objects will enhance Apple Keynote, iWeb or Pages.
Each 3D image is optimized for 1024x768 pixels in size presentations and for Pages
documents or iWeb templates of any size.
Within Apple's Keynote, iWeb and Pages, these objects can be changed in size, rotated,
increased or decreased in opacity, fitted with shadows or even overlapped with one another
to create extra effects. The background of all Keynote 3D Stuff objects is transparent and
can be used on any colored background.
Using Keynote 3D Stuff is a snap download, open the package, and put 3D objects on Keynote
presentations, iWeb templates or Pages documents as you would any other pictures.
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac OS X Version 10.4 Tiger or higher
* Any version of Apple Keynote, iWeb or Pages.
* G4 Processor, 1GHz or faster
* 150 MB Hard Drive space
Pricing and Availability:
Keynote 3D Stuff is priced at $20 USD. Samples and more information about Keynote 3D Stuff
are available immediately at the iPresentee website.
iPresentee:
http://www.ipresentee.com/
Keynote 3D Stuff:
http://www.ipresentee.com/iPresentee/iPresentee_-_Keynote_3D_Stuff.html

Located in Vilnius, Lithuania, iPresentee was founded in 2007 by a group of professional
and enthusiastic IT designers. The goal of the company is to create high quality, easy to
use and fun add-ons for Apple iWork and iLife applications. All Rights Reserved.
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